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Abstract—In the near future, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) trans-
mission will enable wireless broadcast communication among
nearby vehicles. Benefits for users include improved driver safety
and potentially optimized traffic. However, this communication
is vulnerable to cyber attacks involving message manipulation.
Research aimed at tackling this problem has resulted in the
proposal of multiple authentication protocols. The security, pri-
vacy, and other desirable features of authentication in vehicular
networks have been widely studied. However, the efficiency of
such authentication schemes has not been suitably addressed.
There is no model to evaluate the efficiency of the proposals
in a practical context, where the delay introduced by V2V
authentication may impact on driver safety. In this paper, we
provide such a model for evaluation. We explicitly present the
key factors involved to evaluate the computational delay in the
V2V authentication protocols. Our model has clearly defined
metrics for computing the delay and evaluating the impact.
Developing this model enables future research in the design of
secure and efficient V2V authentication protocols suitable for
practical application. Applying the model to assess proposed
authentication protocols permits categorization based on safety
service they can support. We demonstrate the applicability of our
model through case studies. Our model can effectively analyze the
delay introduced by an authentication protocol, and determine
whether this would result in a crash, in the real world vehicular
environments.

Index Terms—Cryptography, vehicular communication sys-
tems, authentication delay, IEEE 802.11p simulation, efficient
authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES employed in future vehi-
cles have enhanced sensing capabilities, and carry com-

puting and communication platforms to enable Cooperative
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Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS). The C-ITS permits
integration of the operations of multiple vehicles. This has the
potential to improve vehicular safety through periodic safety
message broadcasting, letting vehicles know about environ-
mental conditions and the status of neighboring vehicles [1].

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
in United States, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) in Europe, and Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses (ARIB) in Japan are well-known standards
specifying different aspects of the C-ITS communications
such as Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC)
layers, data structures, and security. The IEEE 1609.4 standard
defined the first version of the Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environment (WAVE) protocol stack, using IEEE 802.11p [2]
to support vehicular communications. The WAVE protocol
[3] reserves the frequency range 5.850 to 5.925 GigaHertz
(GHz) to use in United States (US) Dedicated Short Range
Communications (DSRC) spectrum band. This is known as
Intelligent Transportation Systems Radio Service (ITS-RS).
Similarly, IEEE 802.11p as an access layer is used in the
European ETSI ITS-G5 family of standards [4], dedicated to
safety and safety-related applications in the frequency range
5.875 GHz to 5.905 GHz. The ETSI ITS-G5 uses a model
including state machines and different tunable parameters to
control MAC layer operations. In parallel to the American
and European C-ITS standards, the Japanese ARIB STD-T109
[5] employs a specific MAC to ensure that all the vehicles
have enough time to send safety messages without collisions
or delay in the communication channel. This standard also
specifies a PHY similar to IEEE 802.11p, but operating on a
center frequency of 760 MegaHertz (MHz).

WAVE enabled vehicles can communicate with other nearby
vehicles and Road Side Units (RSUs) by establishing a
self-organizing network called a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET). Different communication technologies are used in
VANETs, including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-
to/from-Infrastructure (V2I/I2V) communications. V2V is
wireless communication among nearby vehicles. V2I is wire-
less communications between vehicles and RSUs. Vehicles and
RSUs within transmission range exchange beacon messages
(high update rate broadcast messages) about critical informa-
tion, such as location, speed, braking status, traffic conditions,
and traffic events [6].

The RSU is an access point, used along with vehicles, to
allow information dissemination for the road user community.
The RSUs are located along critical sections of roads, such
as at traffic light intersections, or at stop signs. The RSUs
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are connected to the Backbone Network (BN) via high-speed
network connections and have data storing, computing, and
routing capabilities to support the V2I/I2V communications
and increase the V2V communication connectivity [7]. The
distributed RSUs are equipped with a higher computational
capability and transmission power than vehicle OBUs. The
BN and RSUs can be connected to each other through wired
connections or the Internet. The RSUs work as gateways to
deliver data from the BN to roadside vehicles, and vice versa.
The range of I2V communication can be larger than that of
the V2V and V2I communications to improve the network
availability and performance [3]. This VANET architecture and
communication model is illustrated in Figure 1.

RSUV2V

V2I/I2V

BN

Wireless Channel

Wired Channel

Fig. 1. Vehicular network model.

Smart vehicles equipped with On-Board Units (OBUs),
sensors, and Global Positioning System (GPS) move along
the roads and communicate with other vehicles and RSUs
according to a defined Intelligent Transportation Systems
Radio Service (ITS-RS) standard, such as the Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) protocol [3]. A Tamper Proof
Device (TPD) can be embedded in each OBU to store the
user inaccessible cryptographic keying materials involved in
cryptographic operations. Figure 2 illustrates an envisioned
smart vehicle prototype.
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Fig. 2. Envisioned smart vehicle prototype.

A. C-ITS Safety Applications
Applications for C-ITS can be classified based on the safety

objectives with classes including safety-critical, safety-related,

and non-safety applications. Each of these three classes is
described as follows.

Safety-critical applications (also known as latency critical)
are the most important applications for hazardous situations,
where the danger is high or imminent (e.g., intersection colli-
sion warning). Vehicles periodically (automatically at regular
intervals) broadcast messages about events in their vicinity,
such as collisions, road conditions, and emergency braking.
The receiver vehicle can collect relevant information and
inform the human driver about relevant events, depending on
the context and situation. For this case, the communication
requires high reliability and low latency to realize the safety
function. The communication technology used in these appli-
cations can be V2V, V2I, and I2V. The latency required for
most safety-critical applications is 100 ms or minimum update
rate of 10 Hertz (Hz) in a communication range of 150 to 500
m [6]. The system utility requires vehicles to receive updated
information from surrounding vehicles within the required
time frame before sending out a new safety message. These
will be regarded as high-priority messages.

Safety-related applications are event-driven (the transmis-
sion is triggered by an event) and are used in cases where the
latency requirements are not as stringent as for safety-critical
applications, and the danger is low, but still foreseeable (e.g.,
post-crash warning). The communication technology used in
these applications can be V2V, V2I, and I2V. The latency
required for most safety-related applications is between 500
and 1000 ms (update rate of 1 Hz) in a communication range
of 250 to 1000 m [6]. The mechanisms to generate safety-
related messages are quite different than the other two classes.
First, a vehicle’s sensor detects an event, and local sensor
information is aggregated. Then, in the case of a dangerous
event, a message will be generated and broadcast by the
vehicle. Also, a single car may not able to detect events such
as traffic jam, which needs multiple cars location information
to conclude that it is in or before a traffic jam. This example
makes it easy to understand that matching the information
received from different vehicles is critical for reliability.

Non-safety applications provide periodic or event-driven
traffic information and enhance driving comfort. Examples
include traffic updates, electronic toll collection, and info-
tainment (the Internet, media, and entertainment). The latency
required for most non-safety applications is 1000 ms (update
rate of 1 Hz) in a communication range of 100 to 400 m [6].
The communication technology used in these applications can
be V2V, V2I, and I2V. These services access the channels in
the communication system in a low priority mode, compared
to safety-critical and safety-related applications [6].

B. Research Challenge

Safety messages are broadcast to reach all vehicles within
communication range. This system is useful if all messages
are legitimate. However, malicious entities could manipulate
messages. Without the use of security mechanisms, activities
such as the injection of false messages can be performed with-
out detection [8], [9]. For this reason, mechanisms should be
applied to ensure both identification of the data source (entity
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authentication) and authentication of the message (assurance
of data origin and data integrity).

From a practical perspective, different cars may have dif-
ferent processing capacities to support C-ITS applications.
For economic reasons, car manufacturers embed small-scale
and low-cost hardware for vehicular communications. This
constrains the mechanisms applicable to secure modern ve-
hicles against cyber attacks. The limited in-car computational
capabilities make complex cryptographic techniques economi-
cally unattractive [10][11]. For example, NXP Semiconductors
currently offer the RoadLINK SAF5400 [12], with the capacity
to process up to 200 authentication requests every 100 ms.
Any possible solution for authentication performed by vehicles
must have low computational overhead to suit their limited
computing resources.

Using V2V technology for safety purposes requires the
communication channel to be accessible for latency-critical
applications, such as collision avoidance, with the highest
priority and reliability. Latency defines the time frame from
when information is generated for transmission and when it
is received. For system efficiency, vehicles need to receive
updated information from surrounding vehicles within the
required time frame before sending out a new safety message.

Multiple authentication protocols have been proposed to
secure V2V communication. Clearly, any proposal for V2V
authentication for the VANET safety applications must be
able to process the verification of a large number of broadcast
messages received in a short time period before their dedicated
deadline, while simultaneously processing other vehicular ap-
plications. However, the verification results in a delay in driver
notification and may allow insufficient driver reaction time,
resulting in potential collisions and serious injuries (assuming
the driver does not react independently).

There are many scenarios where a driver is relying
completely on the safety messages to react on time.
Examples include situations involving aggressive drivers,
distracted/inattentive drivers, poor driver decisions, im-
paired/drowsy drivers, and rough/slick road conditions [6]. In
such scenarios, the verification time must be less than driver
reaction time. Otherwise the safety goal that the vehicular
communications are designed to achieve cannot be obtained
with secure communications in place.

The communications overhead, security and privacy aspects
of authentication protocols in V2V communication are widely
studied in the public literature. However, a model is needed
that enables the evaluation of the efficiency of proposed secure
communications for practical applications in the real world.
Further, a testbed to evaluate the computational overhead
of authentication protocols and the practical impact of the
real-time delay on messaging within a large-scale network
is missing. The available simulation software for vehicular
movement, such as Veins Vehicles in Network Simulation [13]
(an open source vehicular network simulation framework) and
SUMO Simulation of Urban Mobility [14] do not utilize mod-
els for simulating car accidents caused by authentication delay.
As a result, the practical applicability of many authentication
protocols found in the literature is uncertain for VANET safety
purposes.

C. Our Contribution

This work specifically addresses the development of a
model to analyze the delay produced by an authentication
protocol, determine the impact of the delay and possibility
of a crash occurring in real-world scenarios, and categorize
authentication protocols into suitable safety categories. The
main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. The key factors involved in the computational delay of
V2V authentication protocols are identified, through an ex-
tensive review of public literature. These factors include the
cryptographic method, the credential type, and the privacy
principle.
2. The number of beacons successfully received in the re-
quired interval for safety-critical applications is evaluated
through computer simulations. The beacons are generated in
accordance with different C-ITS standards, including: DOT
HS 809 859 [6] and DOT HS 811 492D [15] specifications
for American IEEE 1609 standard, and ETSI TR 102 861 [16]
and ETSI EN 302 637-2 [17] specifications for European ETSI
ITS-G5 standard, as well as Japanese ARIB STD-T109 ITS.
3. A static model is presented with clearly defined metrics
to evaluate the impact of the delay associated with the use of
authentication mechanisms. The model presents three scenar-
ios: a best-case, an average-case, and a worst-case scenario.
Applying the model allows the protocols to be grouped into
suitable safety categories: safety-critical or non-safety-critical.
The model determines whether a crash will occur based
on vehicle displacements during the time taken to perform
authentication.
4. The model is applied for case studies, evaluating five
proposed authentication schemes in the literature to show
how and to what extent an authentication protocol is “Not
Appropriate”, “Risky”, or “Appropriate” to use in safety-
critical applications.

D. Organization of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides an overview of the authentication requirements
between network entities. Section III outlines related work.
Section IV identifies the key factors involved in the computa-
tional delay introduced through applying V2V authentication
protocols. Section V defines our evaluation model and the
related metrics to determine the impact of the delay. Section
VI illustrates the use of our model through case studies.
Section VII discusses the results and concludes the paper.
For the convenience of the reader, a list of abbreviations used
throughout the paper is given in Table I.

II. AUTHENTICATION BETWEEN NETWORK ENTITIES

Authentication is a vital part of trust establishment between
network entities [18]. It ensures that received messages come
from the legitimate entities. Without this security service,
messages transmitted by network entities can be altered by
an adversary, or a bogus message can be generated by an
impersonator. Also, a sender can later deny the message
generation.
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TABLE I
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation Meaning

ABS Anti-lock Braking System
ACT Average Computation Time
ARIB Association of Radio Industries and Businesses
BN Backbone Network
C-ITS Cooperative Intelligent Transportation System
CRL Certificate Revocation List
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communications
ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography
ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
ECQV Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
GPS Global Positioning System
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ITS-RS Intelligent Transportation Systems Radio Service
MAC Medium Access Control layer
MACs Message Authentication Codes
MSR Model-Specific Register
OBU On-Board Unit
PHY Physical layer
RDTSC Read Time Stamp Counter
RSU Road-Side Unit
TSC Time Stamp Counter
V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
VANET Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment

We define the capabilities of an adversary as possession
of impressive communication abilities through powerful re-
ceivers, control of the communication channel, monitoring
on-the-fly data exchange, and delaying their transmission, as
well as tampering with messages and replacing the original
messages with modified versions. The adversary may intend to
maximize its gains by cheating neighboring vehicles to make
a clear path for traveling, or compromising legitimate users
identities for impersonation, in order to avoid responsibility
for injurious behaviors. Furthermore, a malicious adversary
may deliberately generate large amounts of both legitimate
and invalid messages in a relatively short period of time to
disrupt the VANET safety applications, creating disorder. The
most commonly encountered attacks concerning authentication
are outlined by Raya and Hubaux [19]. Examples include
the GPS spoofing attacks, replay attacks, free-riding attacks,
impersonation attacks, and message tampering attacks.

In VANETs, authentication is performed at two levels: the
message level and the entity level. Message authentication
provides assurance of data origin, and also data integrity. Data
origin authentication is where a communicating node can be
verified as the original source of data created at some time
in the past. Data integrity is a property in which data has not
been altered in an unauthorized manner. This property must
be maintained from the time the data was created, transmitted,
or stored by an authorized source. Note that for any received
message, it is essential to ensure both that data actually came
from the claimed source (data origin authentication) and is
unaltered (data integrity).

Both of these requirements must be met for communicat-
ing nodes to trust the system. If data is altered, the new
message effectively has a new source; and if the source is

not determined, then an investigation into alteration cannot
be settled conclusively (data cannot be linked to a source).
Thus, integrity mechanisms implicitly provide some assurance
of data origin authentication, and vice versa [20].

Entity authentication or identification is a technique de-
signed to assure one communicating node (the verifier) that the
identity of another (the prover or claimant) is as claimed, and,
as a result, prevents impersonation [21]. From the verifier’s
point of view, the result of an identification protocol is either
acceptance of the prover’s identity as authentic, or rejection
(leading to termination of the connection without acceptance)
[20].

III. RELATED WORK

Multiple authentication protocols have been proposed to ad-
dress security and privacy issues in V2V communication. Ex-
isting papers [22–26] have attempted to evaluate and compare
the performance of different authentication protocols based on
a limited set of metrics. The existence of a realistic model
to evaluate the overhead of these protocols when applied in
practical situations with regard to quantitative comparison is
a missing component.

Riley et al. [22] provide a comparison of the advantages
and disadvantages of several proposed authentication schemes,
and identify their suitability under various conditions. They
conclude that the quantitative performance comparison among
different schemes is challenging for several reasons, including
difference in the considered applications within the proposed
network (i.e., safety application, platooning, sensing).

Qu et al. [23] provide a detailed survey of several VANET
authentication schemes followed by evaluations and discus-
sions. The authors emphasize that more performance evalua-
tion of these schemes should be conducted on a large-scale
vehicular network.

Petit et al. [24] compare different proposed authentication
schemes, and identify open research challenges for future
research, such as reduction of computation overhead.

Similarly, Manvi et al. [25] and Lu et al. [26] classify
VANET authentication strategies, and advise researchers to
design and develop efficient authentication schemes.

The evaluations performed in the above-reviewed papers fail
to make a connection between the qualitative results and the
potential consequences, such as the impact of authentication
processing delay on driver safety in high-density VANET
scenarios. There are very few academic publications evaluating
the impact of authentication delay.

Petit and Mammeri [27] investigate the impact of authen-
tication processing on vehicle braking distance in a highway
scenario. However, they did not extend the investigation to
include potential accident scenarios. In addition, the authors
did not investigate the number of beacons received by a
vehicle in a realistic high-density scenario before applying
authentication. Their investigation is only based on 49 vehicles
in a highway with 6 lanes. This may be a practical scenario
in some contexts, but it is not an extreme scenario.

Baee et al. [28] provide a detailed performance evaluation
of the authentication algorithms described in IEEE 1609.2
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security standard [29]. However, the evaluation is based on a
single scenario which is not enough for grouping the protocols
into appropriate safety categories.

The lack of a realistic testbed to evaluate the real com-
putational overhead of authentication protocols on a large-
scale network may lead protocol designers to misunderstand
the resulting impact when evaluating the applicability and
effectiveness of their proposals, comparing performance with
existing protocols inappropriately. Although a newly proposed
protocol may be more efficient than an existing protocol, this
does not mean either protocol meets the requirements for
practical application. Benchmarks should not be based on other
protocols but on the contexts of the application environment.
As a result, many of the protocols found in the literature
are not applicable and effective in their proposed network
environment. We fill this gap in this research by extending
the work presented by Baee et al. [28].

IV. REVISITING COMPUTATIONAL DELAY IN
AUTHENTICATION

Three key factors are involved in the delay covered by
authentication overhead of protocols, including: the crypto-
graphic method, the credential type, and the privacy principle
(see Figure 3). These are derived from observations of
protocols reviewed in the literature. The identified key factors
help define related metrics for our model, and enable the
evaluation of the impact of computational delay.

Cryptographic
method

Credential
type

Privacy
principle

Delay

Fig. 3. The key factors affecting computational delay in authentication.

A. Cryptographic Method

Cryptography is the application of advanced mathematical
principles to enable the storage and transmission of data in
a secure way [20]. A cryptographic algorithm uses a string
of bits called a cryptographic key to transform a plain text
into a cipher text (encryption) or vice versa (decryption). This
cryptographic key must remain private to ensure a secure
communication. The length of a key is normally expressed in
bits. A longer key makes exhaustive key search more difficult
to perform (makes an encrypted data more difficult to crack).
However, it may also result in longer time periods to perform
encryption and decryption processes. Cryptographic keys can

be used for different purposes, such as data encryption, de-
cryption, identification, and message authentication.

A cryptographic method is used within an authentication
scheme, with respect to credential type and privacy principle
requirements. A computationally heavy cryptographic tech-
nique may exceed the latency requirements that the protocol is
designed for. There are two major categories for cryptographic
method, symmetric and asymmetric.

1) Symmetric Methods: Symmetric methods make use of
a secret key such as a string of random letters to change the
content of a message in a particular way. Both sender and
recipient can encrypt and decrypt all messages using the same
secret key. It is highly efficient in terms of computational over-
head, and offers the benefits of short encryption and decryption
time [20]. Authentication protocols under this category can be
further classified into two groups: Hash-based and Message
Authentication Code-based (MAC-based).

a) The Hash-based Group: The protocols in this group
perform authentication using cryptographic hash functions. A
hash function is a one-way function (infeasible to invert) that
is used for data integrity assurance. It takes a message as
input and produces an output referred to as a hash value.
A cryptographic hash implies an unkeyed hash function.
The study presented by Han et al. [30] proposes a three-
step authentication protocol using cryptographic hash value
to provide data integrity assurance between the intra-vehicle
network and an external network (mobile device).

b) The MAC-based Group: The protocols in this group
perform authentication using a distinct class of cryptographic
primitives called Message Authentication Codes (MACs). The
output of a MAC algorithm is referred to as a MAC, and is
a short piece of information used to confirm that a message
comes from the stated sender (its authenticity), and has not
been changed [20]. Note that any communicating node with
knowledge of shared secret key can be an originator of data.
Hence, it does not offer non-repudiation (a sender can later
deny the message generation).

Different symmetric cryptographic primitives such as cryp-
tographic hash functions, or block cipher algorithms can be
used to construct MAC algorithms. An HMAC implies a
keyed-hash function that takes two functionally distinct inputs,
a message and a secret key, and produces a fixed-size output.
In practice, it should be infeasible to produce the same output
without knowledge of the key [20].

HMACs can be constructed from dedicated cryptographic
hash functions, such as SHA-256 or SHA3-256 secure hash
algorithms. In VANETs, HMACs can provide both data in-
tegrity assurance and symmetric data origin authentication, as
well as identification in symmetric-key schemes.

Hash-based authentication is highly efficient in terms of
computational and communication overhead. It offers the
benefits of short generation and verification time as well as less
communication overhead. The security of HMACs depends on
the cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function, and
the size and quality of the key used [20]. The authentication
protocol proposed by Choi et al. [31] enables vehicles and
RSUs to generate/verify MACs in V2I/I2V communications,
resulting in less reliance on availability of bandwidth, and high
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degree of efficiency.
2) Asymmetric Method: Asymmetric methods make use of

two mathematically related keys (a key pair), referred as a
public key, and a private key. Any sender node can encrypt
a message using the receiver’s public key (confidentiality is
not required for this public key). The corresponding private
key must be kept secret, only known by the receiver. Any
message encrypted using a public key can only be decrypted
by applying the same algorithm and the matching private key.
This method can be used to provide confidentiality, and thus
securely distribute symmetric secret keys over vehicular net-
works. Asymmetric methods can also be used to form digital
signatures, enabling authentication of both message and sender
[20]. Asymmetric cryptographic primitives require far more
processing power for both encryption and decryption, and as
a result, they are much slower than symmetric techniques.

Authentication using digital signatures involves generating
an output from the content of a message using an algorithm
and a private key that is known only to the signer. The
signature must be verifiable using the corresponding public
key [20]. In VANETs, digital signatures are used to ensure
authentication, data integrity, non-repudiation, and for certifi-
cation of public keys. In this regard, many studies propose
authentication mechanisms using digital signature schemes,
such as Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
[32] which is a digital signature algorithm based on Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC). For the interested reader, addi-
tional information related to the application of ECDSA and
signature schemes in VANETs is presented by Baee et al. [28],
[33].

Gollan and Meinel [34] propose the use of digital sig-
natures for authentication in vehicular environments. For
vehicular communications, each message broadcast/sent is
signed. Recipients must verify the signatures before accepting
the messages. Recipients must verify the signatures before
accepting the messages. Raya and Hubaux [35] show that in
terms of speed and compactness, ECDSA is fit for message
authentication in V2V communications.

There are other types of signature schemes used for au-
thentication in VANETs. The group signature scheme applied
by Calandriello et al. [36], ring signature scheme applied
by Xiong et al. [37], and blind signature scheme applied
by Fischer et al. [38] are other examples of signature-based
protocols.

B. Credential Type
A credential can take the form of a key (for example,

a public key) that is known to be unique to a network
communicating node, and used for establishing its identity
when communicating with other nodes. Any node holding a
credential is usually given secret knowledge (e.g., a private
or secret key) as proof of owning that credential. A node
wanting to communicate to the other nodes in the network is
referred to as a supplicant. A node that receives and responds
to the authentication requests is referred to as an authenticator.
The supplicant can assure the authenticator about its identity
(credential) by demonstrating that it possesses a cryptographic
private/secret key corresponding to that credential.

In VANETs, credentials contain identifiers of vehicles. If
these are captured, vehicle tracking may be possible, and
as a result, compromising the privacy of drivers. Strategies
have to be defined for generation, issuance, distribution,
and revocation of credentials. Communicating parties can
exchange their credentials for the purpose of identification.
The credentials can be transferred either using certificates
or without certificates. A digital certificate (also known as
certificate) is an electronic document that is used to bind a
credential to an entity. Authentication protocols under this
category can be further classified into two groups: certificate-
based, and certificate-less.

1) Certificate-based Group: The protocols in this group
convey credentials using certificates. A certificate consists of
information to identify an entity. Each entity’s credential is
embedded in a certificate which is either explicitly (signed
by a trusted authority or self-signed) or implicitly (without
attaching signature) certified. Any party can use a copy of
the certificate to extract the provided credential and use it
to uniquely identify the holder [20]. To provide a more
accurate discrimination, certificate-based credentials can be
further classified into two subgroups: explicit and implicit.

a) Explicit Certificate: The explicit certificate is a data
structure used to store, distribute, or forward credentials (e.g.,
public keys) over unsecured networks without fear of unde-
tectable manipulation. It is composed of two different parts:
a data part and a signature part. The data part contains a
credential and a unique string identifying the associated entity.
The signature part of the certificate contains the signature of
the certificate owner or a trusted authority. This binds the
subject entity’s unique identity to the specified credential. An
intended recipient can verify this signature and be assured
that the credential belongs to the subject entity. During an
authorized system user registration, the authentic public key
of the trusted authority is made available to all communicating
nodes. This public key enables communicating nodes to verify
the certificates signed by that trusted authority, and as a result,
transfers trust. The scheme presented by Jung et al. [39] is
an example where RSUs issue multiple explicit certificates to
vehicles for authentication purposes.

b) Implicit Certificate: The implicit certificate is a varia-
tion of the digital certificates used with cryptography for which
an explicit user’s credential can be implicitly certified. The
main difference here is that a credential must be reconstructed
from public data, rather than transported within a certificate,
as occurs with explicit certificates. The implicit certificate is
still comprised of the three main elements/parts (identifier,
public credential, and digital signature), but superimposed
into the same space as the size of a public credential,
resulting in reduced data transfer. The Elliptic Curve Qu-
Vanstone (ECQV) implicit certificate is an example that falls
into this subgroup. The IEEE 1609.2 security standard [29]
recommends use of ECQV as a more efficient alternative to
traditional certificates, as described in the document Standards
for Efficient Cryptography 4 [40]. For the interested reader,
additional information related to the application of ECQV
algorithm in VANETs is presented by Baee et al. [28], [41].
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2) Certificate-less Group: The protocols in this group as-
sume that credentials are not presented in certificates. Un-
like the certificate-based group of protocols, these have no
dependence on signed certificates. The application of identity-
based cryptography and signature schemes [42–44] is common
among protocols in this group. The study presented by Kamat
et al. [45] is an example of schemes that fall into this group,
where vehicles implicitly validate the identity-based signatures
on the messages by verifying that the vehicle using the
credential actually has the private key corresponding to it. This
eliminates the need for certificate exchange between vehicles,
resulting in reduced communication overhead.

C. Privacy Principle

Authentication protocols use different approaches to pro-
vide conditional privacy for vehicles/drivers in VANETs. For
both identification and message authentication, protection of
the driver’s identity during authentication should be guaran-
teed. Identity privacy refers to the ability to prevent others
from learning and linking a network node identifier to a
driver/vehicle. When a unique identifier is provided to a vehi-
cle and its embedded communicating nodes for authentication
purpose, this information can be associated with an identifiable
individual. In this case, the data becomes personal information.
An adversary can capture the communications and link the
identifiers to the vehicles, and consequently to the drivers
(ID disclosure), providing a means for surveillance. Ideally,
to mitigate the surveillance risk, it should be impossible for
any observer to learn if a specific node has transmitted or will
transmit a message.

In VANETs, each node relies on messages received from
other nodes. To preserve a driver’s privacy during authenti-
cation, a mechanism should be employed to keep messages
anonymous to other nodes. Authentication protocols under this
category can be further classified into two groups: pseudonym-
based and group signature-based.

1) Pseudonym-based Group: The protocols in this group
rely on pseudonymous credentials. A pseudonym or alias is an
alternative identity that is verified by the node itself or a trusted
party. This ensures that services can be used without disclosing
the driver’s identity, e.g., enabling a vehicle to avoid being
tracked by periodically creating new pseudonym certificates
[36]. To provide unlinkability, a pseudonym-change strategy
using a set or different sets of pseudonyms is required.
The credential holder can change pseudonyms over time or
different contexts to break linkability [46].

2) Group Signature-based Group: The protocols in this
group assume that the network nodes form a group, and utilize
a group-oriented signature scheme (e.g., group signature [47]
or ring signature [48]) to provide anonymous authentication,
while eliminating the issuance of certificates. On behalf of
a group, any member of the group can sign a message
using its private key, and the signature can be verified with
a group-wide public key. Group-oriented signature schemes
provide non-traceability, unlinkability, and unforgeability. That
is computationally infeasible for an adversary to learn whether
two signatures on the message have been signed by the same

group member, as only one public key is used for a group.
The study presented by Studer et al. [49] is an example that
uses a group signature scheme for anonymous authentication
in vehicular communications.

V. THE PROPOSED EVALUATION MODEL

This section introduces our model and defines the related
metrics to evaluate the impact of any delay resulting from
the use of authentication mechanisms. The metrics are defined
based on the key factors identified in the computational delay
of authentication protocols, as discussed in Section IV. The
model can be applied to determine whether a crash is likely
to occur for a given scenario.

A. Evaluation Metrics

This section defines the metrics used in our evaluation
model. These are the Number of Beacons, the Time Stamp
Counter, the Average Computation Time, the Distance Trav-
eled, and the Crash Time.

1) Number of Beacons (Nb): By means of simulations, we
evaluate the number of beacons successfully received in the
required interval for safety-critical applications. The beacons
are generated in accordance with different C-ITS standards,
including: DOT HS 809 859 [6] and DOT HS 811 492D [15]
specifications for the American IEEE 1609, and ETSI TR 102
861 [16] and ETSI EN 302 637-2 [17] specifications for the
European ETSI ITS-G5, and for the Japanese ARIB STD-T109
ITS.

To evaluate Nb, this study uses Veins Vehicles in Network
Simulation [13] which is an open source vehicular network
simulation framework. The Veins utilizes the models provided
in the OMNeT++ discrete event simulator [50] and SUMO
Simulation of Urban Mobility [14] for network simulation
and vehicular movement, respectively. Veins is frequently
used in academic research and contains a fully functioning
implementation of IEEE 802.11p [51].

We focus on a use case scenario, representing the broadcast-
ing of safety-critical messages between vehicles on a highway,
similar to the scenario assumed by Raya and Hubaux [35]. The
scenario considers a uniform presence of vehicles moving on
a highway with the number of lanes Nl = 12 (6 in each
direction), where each lane is 3 m wide (as shown in Figure
4). To enable comparisons with existing research, we adopt
the vehicle speed used in the simulation study presented by
Baee et al. [28]. It is assumed that vehicles travel at a fixed
speed u = 30 m/s (108 Km/h) with an inter-vehicle space
Gap = 30 m and the drivers rely on the received safety-
critical messages to react on time. Moving vehicles generate,
and transmit safety-critical messages every 100 ms over a 300
m communication range. For safety, vehicles are equipped with
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with a maximum decelera-
tion value a =−9 m/s2 [52]. The scenario also considers an
RSU. Calculations are performed for communication between
the two vehicles, vA and vB , located in the middle of the
highway. The vehicles correspond with a maximum of Nb

received beacons from Nv = 240 other vehicles within their
communication range.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Standards

Parameter American IEEE 1609 European ETSI ITS-G5 Japanese ARIB STD-T109

Medium access control IEEE 802.11p IEEE 802.11p ARIB-T109
Physical layer IEEE 802.11p IEEE 802.11p IEEE 802.11p
Frequency 5.89 GigaHertz 5.90 GigaHertz 760 MegaHertz
Bitrate (megabits/seconds) 6 6 6
Max Transmission power (milliwatts) 20 126 10
Clear channel assessment threshold (decibel-milliwatts) −65 −65 −53
Sensitivity (decibel-milliwatts) −89 −85 −89
Thermal noise (decibel-milliwatts) −110 −110 −110
Beacon size (bytes) 100 300 100
Update rate (hertz) 10 10 10

Scenario

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of vehicles Nv 240
Number of lanes Nl 12
Vehicles speed (meters/seconds) u 30
Deceleration (meters/seconds squared) a −9
Inter-vehicle space (meters) Gap 30
Simulation time (seconds) tsim 186

—Note: Bitrate is the number of bits that are conveyed or processed per unit of time. Transmission power is the amount of power input into the signal to
the device. The clear channel assessment is a mechanism for determining whether the medium is idle or not. Sensitivity is the lowest power level at which
a receiver can detect a radio signal. Thermal noise is generated by the random motion of free electrons in a conductor resulting from thermal agitation.
All values are set in accordance with the corresponding C-ITS standard.

vB vA

RSU

Fig. 4. Simulation scenario.

Depending on the C-ITS standard, each vehicle performs
one of the following steps to generate and broadcast safety
messages:

1) For IEEE 1609 standard, generate beacons in accordance
with DOT HS 809 859 [6] and DOT HS 811 492D [15]
specifications.

2) For ETSI ITS-G5 standard, generate cooperative aware-
ness messages (European implementation of the beacons
for ITS-G5) in accordance with ETSI TR 102 638 [53],
ETSI TR 102 861 [16], and ETSI EN 302 637-2 [17]
specifications, and transmit them on a dedicated channel
in accordance with IEEE 802.11p MAC specification
[54].

3) For ARIB STD-T109 standard, generate beacons in
accordance with DOT HS 809 859 [6] and DOT HS

811 492D [15] specifications.
This scenario is implemented for each of the three C-ITS

standards, including: American IEEE 1609, European ETSI
ITS-G5, and Japanese ARIB STD-T109 using the detailed
models published in [55][56]. Table II lists IEEE 1609,
ETSI ITS-G5, and ARIB STD-T109 application layers and
simulation parameters.
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Fig. 5. Number of received beacons by vehicle v in the three different C-ITS
standards.

The number of beacons Nb received in every 100 ms by
a vehicle (e.g., vA or vB) is estimated (Figure 5). Note
that vA and vB are moving in the middle of the highway.
The performance comparison demonstrates that the maximum
number of beacons received by the vehicle under the appli-
cation of Japanese ARIB STD-T109 standard is 222 beacons
per 100 ms, which is much greater than either the American
IEEE 1609 or European ETSI ITS-G5 standards, with 158
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and 154 beacons respectively. Processing a greater number
of beacons has obvious benefits for safety applications. The
U.S./European IEEE 802.11p suffers much more from shadow
fading compared to the Japanese ARIB STD-T109 due to
differences in the physical layer (5.9 GHz vs. 700 MHz band),
as well as their very different MAC layer characteristics [56].
Therefore, this research considers the upper bound to be 222
beacons for further calculations.

2) Time Stamp Counter (TSC): The TSC is a hardware
counter found in all contemporary x86 processors. The counter
is implemented as a 64-bit Model-Specific Register (MSR)
that is incremented at every clock cycle. The Read Time
Stamp Counter (RDTSC) register has been present since the
original Pentium. It is the most precise counter available on
x86 architecture [57]. A processor requires a fixed number
of clock ticks (or clock cycles) to execute each instruction.
The faster the clock, the more instructions the processor can
execute per second. Clock cycles are useful, because this study
(or future studies) can more fairly compare the execution time
across processors of different speeds by calculating how many
cycles it takes to process each operation [58]. Using a given
TSC (number of clock cycles) and Equation 1, the execution
time of an operation can be calculated for different speed
processors.

TExecution =

(
number of clock cycles

processor clock frequency

)
(1)

3) Average Computation Time (ACT): This metric is used to
calculate average computation time in second/s (sec) for each
operation (refer to Equation 2). We repeat the benchmarking
10000 times to have accurate results.

TAVG
Operation =

(
Duration

10000

)
(2)

4) Distance Traveled: When responding to a dangerous
situation, drivers need an average mental reaction time or
thinking time TThinking in seconds, which is the duration
between the occurrence of an event and starting to touch the
brake pedal. According to experimental measurements studied
by Hugemann [59], an average thinking time of a driver to
be TThinking = 0.63 s. The average time between reacting
the driver’s muscle and receiving the first braking response
is given to be TBraking = 0.2 s. Added together, an average
reaction time TReaction = 0.83 s is required before a braking
process begins to happen. According to the constant power
equations of motion [60], we have v = u+at, x = ut+ 1

2at
2,

x = vt− 1
2at

2, and v2 = u2+2ax, where u (m/s) is the initial
velocity, v (m/s) is the final velocity, a (m/s2) is the constant
acceleration/deceleration, t (s) is the time of motion, and x
(m) is the distance traveled. When the car stops, final velocity
is v = 0, and so:

db =
u2

2a
, (3)

solving for dr, we have:

dr = u× TReaction = u× 0.83, (4)

hence, the final stopping distance ds is obtained such that
ds = dr+db, where dr is the distance traveled before receiving

the first braking response, and db is the distance the car then
travels before coming to rest.

Vehicles continue to move while processing received au-
thentication requests, before sending a new message. During
each verification operation a distance dV erify with speed u
will be passed. To calculate total distance traveled T distance

V erify

during verification of Nb signature/s received from Nv vehicles
in communication range, we have:

T distance
V erify = u×

Nb∑
i=1

TV erify(i). (5)

The sum of all verification times for both vehicles results
an extra delay, which will be added to the driver’s reaction
time and gives total delay as follows:

T total
Delay =

Nb∑
i=1

(
TV erify(Mi)

)
+ TReaction. (6)

Solving for distance traveled T distance
Delay , we have:

T distance
Delay = u× T total

Delay. (7)

5) Crash Time: Let t denote the time in seconds from when
vA brakes. Let xA(t) denote the position of the back of vA
and xB(t) denote the position of the front of vB at time t.
Figure 6 shows the situation at time t = 0. For vehicle speed
u = 30 m/s (108 Km/h), inter-vehicle space Gap = 30 m, and
deceleration value a = 9 m/s2, we have:

DirectionGap = 30 m

xB(t0) = 0 xA(t0) = Gap

Fig. 6. Scenario at time t = 0.

u =
1000

3600
×108 = 30 m/s.

The velocity and position of the back of vA at time t is given
by:

uA(t) = 30− 9t, xA(t) = 30t− 9

2
t2 +Gap,

and the velocity and position of the front of vB at time t is
given by:

uB(t) =

{
30, if t ≤ T total

Delay

30− 9
(
t− T total

Delay

)
, if t > T total

Delay,

xB(t) =

30t, if t ≤ T total
Delay

30t− 9
2

(
t− T total

Delay

)2
, if t > T total

Delay.

We solve the equation xA(t) and xB(t) to determine
whether the beacon safety messages will be processed and
acted on in time to prevent a crash, or whether a crash is
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unavoidable such that vB runs into vA at time t due to the
verification overhead.

The position of the back of vA and the position of the
front of vB at crash time tCrash are equal xA(tCrash) =
xB(tCrash), and can be calculated by:

30(tCrash)−
9

2
(tCrash)

2
+Gap =

30(tCrash)−
9

2

(
tCrash − T total

Delay

)2
,

where tCrash > T total
Delay, and

30(tCrash)−
9

2
(tCrash)

2
+Gap = 30(tCrash),

where tCrash ≤ T total
Delay. Solving for tCrash, we have:

tCrash =
Gap+ 9

2

(
T total
Delay

)2
9T total

Delay

, (8)

if tCrash > T total
Delay, and uA(tCrash) ≥ 0. Then,

tCrash = 2

√
Gap

9
2

, (9)

if tCrash ≤ T total
Delay.

B. Scenarios

This section defines three scenarios, which we refer to as
best-case, average-case, and worst-case. For each case, we
apply the model to determine whether a crash will occur based
on vehicle displacements during the time taken to perform
authentication. The scenario is successful if no crash occurs.

1) Best-Case Scenario: Assume the first vehicle, vA, has
processed all incoming authentication requests, and is ready
to broadcast a new message. During movement, vA applies its
brakes, and therefore should generate, sign, and broadcast a
safety-critical message over the network. As soon as the mes-
sage is received, vB must authenticate the message transmitted
from vA, before making use of the information content and
responding to the situation. Assume that the message number
Nb/2 = 111 belongs to vA. This results in a delay in vB
performing message authentication, as vehicle vB must first
verify Nb/2 = 111 messages, where each message contains a
signature.

2) Average-Case Scenario: Assume the first vehicle, vA,
has processed all incoming authentication requests, and is
ready to broadcast a new message. During movement, vA
applies its brakes, and therefore should generate, sign, and
broadcast a safety-critical message over the network. As soon
as the message is received, vB must authenticate the message
transmitted from vA, before making use of the information
content and responding to the situation. Assume that the
message number Nb = 222 belongs to vA. This results in
a delay in vB performing message authentication, as vehicle
vB must first verify Nb = 222 messages, where each message
contains a signature.

3) Worst-Case Scenario: Assume the first vehicle, vA,
has not processed all incoming authentication requests. The
vehicle should be able to verify a maximum of Nb received
messages containing authentication requests, before broadcast-
ing a new message. During movement, vA applies its brakes,
and therefore (after processing current received messages)
should generate, sign, and broadcast a safety-critical message
over the network. As soon as the message is received, vB must
authenticate the message transmitted from vA, before making
use of the information content and responding to the situation.
Assume that the message number Nb = 222 (the last message)
belongs to vA. This results a delay in vA and vB performing
message authentication, as each vehicle vA and vB must first
verify Nb = 222 messages (together Nb×2 = 444 messages),
where each message contains a signature.

Note that

1) Authentication protocols that only succeed in the best-
case scenario are “Not Appropriate” for use in safety-
critical applications in the real world.

2) Authentication protocols that succeed in the average-
case scenario are “Risky” for use in safety-critical ap-
plications in the real world.

3) Authentication protocols that succeed in the worst-case
scenario are “Appropriate” for use in safety-critical
applications in the real world.

VI. CASE STUDIES

In this section, a case study approach is employed to
demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed evaluation model.
We use the defined metrics to evaluate the impact of the delay.
Then, we group the protocols into appropriate safety cate-
gories. Using our model, we determine whether a crash will
occur based on vehicle displacements during the time taken
to perform authentication in three best-case (Nb/2 = 111),
average-case (Nb = 222), and worst-case (Nb × 2 = 444)
scenarios.

A. Implementation

We implement the cryptographic primitives used in the fol-
lowing five schemes: BP [35], GSIS [61], VAST [62], 2FLIP
[63], and BAEE [28]. We investigate the time complexity of
various cryptographic operations providing ≈ 128-bit security
level used in each of these five schemes, including: ECDSA-
256 signature generation (T ecdsa

sign ) and verification (T ecdsa
ver ),

ECQV-256 public-key certificate reconstruction (T ecqv
rec ), SHA-

256 hash (Thash
sha ), HMAC-256 (Thmac

sha ), and optimal Ate
pairing-382 (T oate

pair ). The investigation is performed using the
newest stable release branch (1.1.1 series) of the OpenSSL
software library [64]. All ECC operations (except for GSIS)
are evaluated over the NIST P-256 curve (achieving 128-
bit security level [29]). As GSIS is a pairing-based scheme
[33], the elliptic curve arithmetic and optimal Ate pairing
computations [65] are over the Barreto-Naehrig curve [66]
in our evaluation, where the minimum bit-length of p is
estimated as 382-bits (achieving 127-bit security level [67]),
an optimistic parameter to use in cryptographic pairings for
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TABLE III
THE NUMBER OF CPU CLOCK CYCLES AND AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIME OF DIFFERENT OPERATIONS

ecdsa
sign

ecdsa
ver

ecqv
rec

hash
sha

hmac
sha

oate
pair

CPU (clk) 3.15×105 7.14×105 4.62×105 1×103 7.77×103 11.34×106

ACT (sec) 1.5×10−4 3.4×10−4 2.2×10−4 4.8×10−7 3.7×10−6 5.4×10−3

TABLE IV
COMPARISONS OF FIVE DIFFERENT V2V AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES OVERHEAD DURING MESSAGE GENERATION AND VERIFICATION

V2V Authentication Overhead

Schemes Message Generation Overhead (sec) Message Verification Overhead (sec)

BP T ecdsa
sign = 1.5× 10−4 6.8× 10−4 = T ecdsa

ver + certT ecdsa
ver

GSIS 3T oate
pair + Thash

sha = 1.62× 10−2 2.7× 10−2 + x∗ = 5T oate
pair + Thash

sha + (2×
∑crl

i=1 T
oate
pair )

VAST T ecdsa
sign + Thmac

sha = 1.53× 10−4 6.87× 10−4 = T ecdsa
ver + certT ecdsa

ver + 2Thmac
sha

2FLIP 7Thash
sha + Thmac

sha = 7.06× 10−6 4.18× 10−6 = Thash
sha + Thmac

sha

BAEE T ecdsa
sign = 1.5× 10−4 5.6× 10−4 = T ecdsa

ver + T ecqv
rec

—Note: [x∗] The value x = (2×
∑crl

i=1 T
oate
pair ), where crl denotes the number of elements in the CRL.

128-bit security level (384 bits p) [68]. The implementation
for GSIS is performed using the newest efficient and stable
release branch (0.5.0 series) of the RELIC cryptographic meta-
toolkit [69]. The experiment for each cryptographic operation
involved 106 trials in Debian Linux distribution running on
an Intel Core 2 Duo Processor T6570 (2M Cache, 2.10 GHz,
4GB RAM). Note that the latest high-performance automotive
single chip modem for vehicular communications made by
NXP Semiconductors (the RoadLINK SAF5400 [12]) offers
same performance as the processor used in this study [28],
[41].

B. Results

Table III lists the results of our investigation of the number
of CPU clock cycles (clk) and ACT in seconds associated with
the various cryptographic operations used in the protocols.
The message signing cost comparisons is shown in Table IV.
Recipient vehicles must verify the signatures before accepting
the messages. As the vehicles broadcast one beacon in each
100 ms, they receive many beacons in the time between
broadcasts. Hence, the signature verification speed is far more
important than signature generation speed.

The message verification cost comparisons is shown in
Table IV. The BP scheme requires two ECDSA signature
verification operations (one for the message and one for the
explicit certificate). In GSIS, verification of each broadcast
message requires five bilinear-pairing operations, one hash
computation, and two paring operations for each Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) item, the largest verifying cost among
the schemes listed in the table. The verification in VAST
requires two HMAC computations, and two ECDSA signature
verification operations (one for the message and one for the
explicit certificate authentication). For 2FLIP, one hash calcu-
lation and one HMAC computation are needed. BAEE requires
one ECDSA signature verification and one ECQV public-key
reconstruction computation. We note that message verification

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR SCENARIO AT CRASH TIME

Direction

xB = xA at tCrash

Scenario for a vehicle equipped with 2.10 GHz processor

Best-case T total
Delay tCrash xA,B uA uB

BP 0.90sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
GSIS 3.82sec 2.58sec 77.45m 6.7m/s 30.0m/s
VAST 0.91sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
2FLIP 0.83sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
BAEE 0.89sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s

Average-case T total
Delay tCrash xA,B uA uB

BP 0.98sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
GSIS 6.82sec 2.58sec 77.45m 6.7m/s 30.0m/s
VAST 0.98sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
2FLIP 0.83sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
BAEE 0.95sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s

Worst-case T total
Delay tCrash xA,B uA uB

BP 1.13sec 3.51sec 80.0m 0.0m/s 8.6m/s
GSIS 12.8sec 2.58sec 77.45m 6.7m/s 30.0m/s
VAST 1.13sec 3.51sec 80.0m 0.0m/s 8.6m/s
2FLIP 0.83sec - - 0.0m/s 0.0m/s
BAEE 1.07sec 3.65sec 80.0m 0.0m/s 6.8m/s

—Note: The value xA,B denotes the position of vA and vB at crash time
(if there is a crash).

in BP, VAST, and BAEE includes CRL checking through string
comparison, hence, their computation costs could be ignored.
Table V lists the total delay T total

Delay , positions xA,B , speeds
uA, and speed uB at accident time tCrash.

Solving Equation 8 and Equation 9 shows if a crash will
occur such that vB runs into vA at time t due to verification
overhead, where 0 ≥ uA(t). Table V lists the total delay
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T total
Delay, positions xA,B , speeds uA, and speed uB at accident

time tCrash.
The time window T total

Delay is ≤ 1 second (including driver
reaction time) to stop the vehicle before a possible crash.
Please note that without authentication delay, vA and vB would
stop in positions x = 80 and x = 74.9, respectively.

As shown in Table V, the pairing-based GSIS protocol
fails to succeed the best-case, average-case, and worst-case
scenarios, as vehicle vB runs into vA before even starting
to break (speed 30 m/s). This scheme is “Not Appropriate”
for use in safety-critical applications. The BP, VAST, and
BAEE fail to succeed the worst-case scenario, and as a
result, these protocols are “Risky” for use in safety-critical
applications. The 2FLIP is “Appropriate” for use in safety-
critical applications, since there is no crash recorded for this
scheme, even in the worst-case scenario (the T total

Delay is less
than 1 second).

C. Summary of the Steps Performed

The number of beacons successfully received in the required
interval for safety-critical applications is evaluated through
computer simulations for a large-scale VANET (see Section
V-A1). The maximum number of beacons received by the
vehicle under the application of Japanese ARIB STD-T109
standard is 222 beacons per 100 ms. Therefore, we consider
222 as the upper bound for further calculations. We determine
whether a crash will occur based on vehicle displacements
during the time taken to perform authentication in three
scenarios (see Section V-B), best-case (Nb/2 = 111), average-
case (Nb = 222), and worst-case (Nb×2 = 444). The required
steps to evaluate an authentication protocol are as follows:
1. Implement the cryptographic primitives used in the V2V
authentication scheme and investigate the time complexity of
various cryptographic operations (in accordance with a C-ITS
security standard).
2. Solve Equation 6 to calculate the total delay (the sum of
all verification times plus the driver’s reaction time).
3. Solve Equation 8 and Equation 9 to show if a crash
will occur, such that vB runs into vA at time t due to the
verification overhead, where 0 ≥ uA(t).
4. Consider the protocol as “Appropriate” for use in safety-
critical applications if it succeeds in the worst-case scenario,
where Nb × 2 = 444.

VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Multiple schemes have been proposed for V2V authen-
tication in VANETs. The existence of a realistic model to
evaluate the overhead of these schemes when applied in
practical situations with regard to quantitative comparison was
a missing component. This paper proposed such a model
with clearly defined metrics. The model was applied for case
studies, evaluating five proposed authentication schemes in the
literature.

The numerical experiments in Section VI-B showed that
only one of those five evaluated authentication schemes can be
marked as “Appropriate” for use in safety-critical applications.
This demonstrates that most of the proposed schemes in the

literature are not applicable and effective in their proposed
network environment. Thus, more performance evaluation of
the existing schemes and future proposals should be conducted
on a large-scale network.

Enabling safety-critical applications in VANETs requires
extensive beaconing exchange between vehicles. Based on
the results listed in Section VI-B, care is needed when
designing authentication protocols to cater for processing a
large number of exchanged beacons. We advise researchers
to identify a balance between satisfying security/privacy re-
quirements and developing efficient authentication schemes for
practical applications. The beacon verification process results
in a delay in driver notification and allows insufficient driver
reaction time, resulting in potential collisions and serious
injuries (assuming the driver does not react independently).
There are many scenarios where a driver is relying completely
on the safety messages to react on time. Examples include
situations involving aggressive drivers, distracted/inattentive
drivers, poor driver decisions, impaired/drowsy drivers, and
rough/slick road conditions. Hence, the verification time must
be less than driver reaction time. Otherwise the safety goal that
the vehicular communications are designed to achieve cannot
be obtained with secure communications in place.

We recommend protocol designers assess proposed authen-
tication protocols through applying our model and determine
the impact of authentication processing delay on driver safety
in high-density VANET scenarios. We believe this model will
be useful, and it is our hope that the model is broadly adopted.
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